Skillsoft is a front-runner in corporate learning, delivering beautiful technology and engaging content that drives business impact for modern enterprises. Skillsoft comprises three award-winning systems that support learning, performance and success: Skillsoft learning content, the Percipio intelligent learning experience platform and the SumTotal suite for Human Capital Management.


Skillsoft is trusted by thousands of the world’s leading organizations, including 65 percent of the Fortune 500. Learn more at www.skillsoft.com.
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Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c38_sh_enus
Global Safety Principles: Machine Guarding 2.0
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c16_sh_enus
Global Safety Principles: Office Ergonomics
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c29_sh_enus
Global Safety Principles: PPE: Personal Protective Equipment 2.0
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c21_sh_enus
Global Safety Principles: Respiratory Protection 2.0
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c36_sh_enus
Global Safety Principles: Scaffolding Safety
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c30_sh_enus
Global Safety Principles: Trenching and Excavation Safety
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c31_sh_enus

• Compliance Short Series

COMPLIANCE SHORT: Asbestos Awareness
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_d01_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Back Safety and Injury Prevention
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c59_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Bloodborne Pathogen Awareness
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c60_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Chemical Safety Principles
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c50_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Confined Space Hazards
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c61_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Fire Safety Principles
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c51_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Electrical Safety Principles
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c53_sh_enus

COMPLIANCE SHORT: Emergency and Disaster Preparedness
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c55_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Ergonomics for Safety
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c56_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Fall Protection
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c57_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Forklift Trucks in the Workplace
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_d02_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Hearing Conservation
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c58_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Hand and Power Tool Safety
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c62_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Ladder Safety
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_d03_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Lockout and Tagout Guidelines
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c63_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Machine Guarding Principles
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c64_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Manual Handling
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c65_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Personal Protective Equipment
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c66_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Respiratory Protection
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_d04_sh_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Slips, Trips, and Falls
Skillsoft Course ........................................... ehs_hsf_c52_sh_enus

• Compliance Impact Series

Bloodborne Pathogens Impact: Controls That Reduce or Eliminate Transmission
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi152
Bloodborne Pathogens Impact: Decontamination Procedures
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi154
Bloodborne Pathogens Impact: Measures to Take for Skin or Eye Exposures
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi155
Bloodborne Pathogens Impact: Modes of Transmission
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi151
Bloodborne Pathogens Impact: Procedures to Follow if an Exposure Occurs
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi156
Bloodborne Pathogens Impact: Proper Use and Handling of PPE
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi153
Cold Stress Impact: Precautions and Safe Work Practices
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi084
Cold Stress Impact: Symptoms
Skillsoft Business Impact Series......... pc_bi_shbi082
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Cold Stress Impact: Treatment
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi083
Electrical Safety Impact: Basic Rules of Electricity
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi088
Electrical Safety Impact: Common Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi091
Electrical Safety Impact: Common Injuries
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi089
Electrical Safety Impact: Electrical Fires
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi090
Electrical Safety Impact: Methods to Reduce or Eliminate Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi092
Electrical Safety Impact: Overhead and Underground Power lines
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi093
Emergencies and Disasters Impact: Bomb Threats
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi136
Emergencies and Disasters Impact: Components of an Emergency Action Plan
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi133
Emergencies and Disasters Impact: Natural Disasters
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi135
Emergencies and Disasters Impact: Preparing for Evacuations
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi134
Emergencies and Disasters Impact: Threats from outside the Workplace
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi138
Emergencies and Disasters Impact: Workplace Violence
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi137
Ergonomics Impact: Administrative Controls
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi019
Ergonomics Impact: Computer Ergonomics
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi015
Ergonomics Impact: Engineering Controls
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi017
Ergonomics Impact: Furniture and Equipment
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi018
Ergonomics Impact: Musculoskeletal Disorders
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi016
Ergonomics Impact: Workplace Programs
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi020
Fall Protection Impact: Common Trip Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi047
Fall Protection Impact: Equipment Guidelines
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi049
Fall Protection Impact: Fall Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi046
Fall Protection Impact: Other Aspects of Fall Protection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi051
Fall Protection Impact: Safety Monitoring and Other Protective Systems
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi050
Fall Protection Impact: Techniques and Methods
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi048
Fire Safety Impact: Characteristics of Fire
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi127
Fire Safety Impact: Characteristics of Handheld Extinguishers
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi131
Fire Safety Impact: How to Prevent Workplace Fires
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi129
Fire Safety Impact: Responding to Fire Emergencies
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi130
Fire Safety Impact: Types of Fire Extinguishers
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi128
Fire Safety Impact: Using the Correct Extinguisher for the Material
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi132
Forklift Safety Impact: Capacity
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi053
Forklift Safety Impact: Loading and Unloading Principles
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi056
Forklift Safety Impact: Load Center
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi052
Forklift Safety Impact: Refueling and Recharging
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi057
Forklift Safety Impact: Safe Operation and Work Practices
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi055
Forklift Safety Impact: Sit-down Inspection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi157
Forklift Safety Impact: Walk-around Inspection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi054
Hand and Power Tool Safety Impact: Electrical Tools
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi069
Hand and Power Tool Safety Impact: Grinders
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi068
Hand and Power Tool Safety Impact: Hazards and Controls
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi064
Hand and Power Tool Safety Impact: Pneumatic Tools
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi066
Hand and Power Tool Safety Impact: Powder-actuated Tools
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi067
Hand and Power Tool Safety Impact: Specific Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi065
Hazard Communication Impact: Health Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi023
Hazard Communication Impact: Physical Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. _pc_bi_shbi022
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Hazard Communication Impact: Reducing and Eliminating Contact with Chemicals
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi026
Hazard Communication Impact: Routes of Chemical Entry
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi021
Hazard Communication Impact: Safety Data Sheets
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi025
Hazard Communication Impact: Warning Labels
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi024
Hazardous Material Handling and Storage Impact:
Drum and Container Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi121
Hazardous Material Handling and Storage Impact:
Handling Drums and Containers
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi122
Hazardous Material Handling and Storage Impact:
Handling Gas Cylinders
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi123
Hazardous Material Handling and Storage Impact:
Lifting Techniques
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi120
Hazardous Material Handling and Storage Impact:
Routine Maintenance
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi126
Hazardous Material Handling and Storage Impact:
Transporting Gas Cylinders
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi124
Hearing Conservation Impact: Effects of Noise on Hearing
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi027
Hearing Conservation Impact: Engineering and Administrative Controls
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi032
Hearing Conservation Impact: Monitoring, Testing, and Training
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi028
Hearing Conservation Impact: Precautions When Using Hearing Protection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi031
Hearing Conservation Impact: Selection, Use, and Care
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi029
Hearing Conservation Impact: Types of Hearing Protection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi030
Heat Stress Impact: Precautions and Safe Work Practices
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi087
Heat Stress Impact: Symptoms
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi085
Heat Stress Impact: Treatment
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi086
Indoor Hoisting and Rigging Impact: Indoor Crane Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi114
Indoor Hoisting and Rigging Impact: Crane and Hoist Inspections
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi116
Indoor Hoisting and Rigging Impact: Load Handling
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi117
Indoor Hoisting and Rigging Impact: Safe Crane Operation
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi115
Indoor Hoisting and Rigging Impact: Sling Types and Inspections
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi118
Indoor Hoisting and Rigging Impact: Standard Practices for Signalers
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi119
Infectious Disease Impact: An Overview of Infectious Diseases
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi145
Infectious Disease Impact: Ebola and Smallpox
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi147
Infectious Diseases Impact: Legionnaires’ Disease and Anthrax
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi149
Infectious Disease Impact: Measles and Norovirus
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi146
Infectious Disease Impact: MRSA and Meningococcal Disease
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi148
Infectious Disease Impact: Zika Virus
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi150
Laboratory Safety Impact: Emergency Guidelines and Procedures
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi142
Laboratory Safety Impact: Hazardous Waste Accumulation and Disposal
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi140
Laboratory Safety Impact: Laboratory Safety Requirements
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi139
Laboratory Safety Impact: Preventing Fire and Burn Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi143
Laboratory Safety Impact: Safety Data Sheets and Chemical Storage
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi144
Laboratory Safety Impact: Safety Guidelines and Procedures
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi141
Ladder Safety Impact: Care and Maintenance
Skillsoft Business Impact Series.................. _pc_bi_shbi063
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Ladder Safety Impact: Fixed Ladder Use, Capacity, and Safety
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi061
Ladder Safety Impact: Ladder Setup and The 4:1 Rule
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi060
Ladder Safety Impact: Ladder Selection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi059
Ladder Safety Impact: Safe Practices
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi058
Ladder Safety Impact: Transportation and Storage
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi062
Lockout/Tagout Impact: Company Procedures
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi099
Lockout/Tagout Impact: Individual and Group Applications
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi097
Lockout/Tagout Impact: Program Overview
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi095
Lockout/Tagout Impact: Properties of Devices
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi096
Lockout/Tagout Impact: Removing Devices
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi098
Lockout/Tagout Impact: Terminology
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi094
Machine Guarding Impact: Actions That Can Result in Injury
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi102
Machine Guarding Impact: Advantages of Guard Construction
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi104
Machine Guarding Impact: Areas Where Mechanical Hazards Exist
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi100
Machine Guarding Impact: Definitions and General Requirements
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi106
Machine Guarding Impact: Inspections
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi105
Machine Guarding Impact: Minimum Requirements of Safeguards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi103
Machine Guarding Impact: Where Accidents are Most Likely to Occur
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi101
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: Non-recordable Cases
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi104
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: OSHA's Form 300
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi100
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: OSHA's Form 300A
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi101
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: OSHA's Form 301
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi102
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: Privacy Cases
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi013
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: Recordable Cases
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi109
OSHA Recordkeeping Impact: Required Reporting
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi009
Personal Protective Equipment Impact: Donning and Doffing PPE
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi008
Personal Protective Equipment Impact: Inspecting PPE
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi079
Personal Protective Equipment Impact: Limitations of PPE
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi078
Personal Protective Equipment Impact: Maintenance and Storage
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi081
Personal Protective Equipment Impact: Responsibilities
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi076
Respiratory Protection Impact: Donning and Doffing
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi038
Respiratory Protection Impact: Respirator Selection
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi036
Respiratory Protection Impact: Limitations of Respirators
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi035
Respiratory Protection Impact: Types of Respirators
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi034
Respiratory Protection Impact: Inspections
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi037
Respiratory Protection Impact: Maintenance and Storage
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi039
Respiratory Protection Impact: Responsibilities
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi033
Safety Principles Impact: Accident Factors
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi001
Safety Principles Impact: Accident Investigation
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi005
Safety Principles Impact: Near Misses
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi006
Safety Principles Impact: Reporting an Accident
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi004
Safety Principles Impact: Safety Awareness
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi003
Safety Principles Impact: Safe Work Habits and Behaviors
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi002
Safety Principles Impact: Stop Work Authority
Skillsoft Business Impact Series........................... _pc_bi_shbi007
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Slips, Trips, and Falls Impact: Fall Prevention Techniques and Methods
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi112
Slips, Trips, and Falls Impact: Identifying Fall Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi107
Slips, Trips, and Falls Impact: Minimizing Walking and Working Surface Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi109
Slips, Trips, and Falls Impact: Preventing Injuries on Ladders
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi108
Slips, Trips, and Falls Impact: Stairs
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi111
Slips, Trips, and Falls Impact: Specific Applications
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi110
Spill Response and Control Impact: Boundaries When Hazards Are Present
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi073
Spill Response and Control Impact: Defining Hazardous Materials
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi070
Spill Response and Control Impact: Hazardous Spill Sizes
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi074
Spill Response and Control Impact: Responding to a Spill
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi072
Spill Response and Control Impact: Responsibilities During a Spill
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi075
Spill Response and Control Impact: Work Practices to Prevent Spills
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi071
Welding Impact: Fire Prevention Techniques
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi040
Welding Impact: Handling and Storing Gas Cylinders
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi045
Welding Impact: Health Hazards
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi042
Welding Impact: Oxy-Acetylene Torch Safety
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................... _pc_bi_shbi041
Welding Impact: PPE Requirements
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Welding Impact: Safety Considerations
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GLOBAL COMPLIANCE

• Global Content
  - Global Anti-bribery
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b82_lc_enus
  - Global Anti-Money Laundering
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b50_lc_enus
  - Global Antitrust
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a50_lc_enus
  - Global Business Ethics
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b01_lc_enus
  - Global Code of Conduct Solution
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_d02_lc_enus
  - Global Conflicts of Interest
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a58_lc_enus
  - Global Diversity
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a96_lc_enus
  - Global Export Compliance
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a87_lc_enus
  - Global Fraud
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a99_lc_enus
  - Global Gifts and Business Gratuities
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b52_lc_enus
  - Global Import Compliance
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a98_lc_enus
  - Global Insider Dealing
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a57_lc_enus
  - Global Internet, Social Media, and Electronic Communication
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b53_lc_enus
  - Global Cybersecurity Basics
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b93_lc_enus
  - Global Privacy and Information Security
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a51_lc_enus
  - Global Record Retention
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b51_lc_enus
  - Preventing Harassment in the Global Workplace – Employee Edition
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b84_lc_enus
  - Preventing Harassment in the Global Workplace – Manager Edition
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b85_lc_enus

• EU Content
  - EU Antitrust
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a60_lc_enus
  - EU General Data Protection Regulation
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b66_lc_enus

• Ethics & Code of Conduct
  - Business Ethics
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a68_lc_enus
  - Code of Conduct Awareness
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a38_lc_enus
  - Financial Integrity
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a86_lc_enus
  - Integrity in the Workplace
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a16_lc_enus
  - Preventing Fraud and Abuse
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b08_lc_enus

• Workplace Compliance Essentials
  - Active Shooter 2.0
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. ehs_sec_b06_sh_enus
  - A Manager’s Guide to Discipline and Documentation
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a53_lc_enus
  - Americans with Disabilities Act: An Overview for Managers
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_c57_lc_enus
  - Affirmative Action for Federal Contractors
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b13_lc_enus
  - Bullying and Hazing on Campus
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b09_lc_enus
  - Conflict Minerals
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b06_lc_enus
  - Controlled Unclassified Information
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b91_lc_enus
  - EEO and Lawful Hiring
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b93_lc_enus
  - FMLA Leave and More: An Overview of Legally Protected Leave
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b94_lc_enus
  - Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a27_lc_enus
  - Human Trafficking Awareness for Employees of Federal Contractors
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_b16_lc_enus
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a20_lc_enus
  - Independent Contractors and Temporary Employees
    Skillsoft Course .................................................. lchr_01_a31_lc_enus
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• Harassment

NCAA Sexual Violence Prevention
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a39_lc_enus

Sexual Harassment Prevention for Employees
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a16_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a11_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees, version 2.0
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a22_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees, Version 3.0
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a24_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Frontline Supervisors
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a26_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Frontline Supervisors – Multi-State Edition
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a27_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Managers
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a17_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Managers – Multi-State Edition
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a08_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Managers – Version 3.0
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a25_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Workers
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a28_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees, State of New York
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a40_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Managers, State of New York
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a41_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees, State of California
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a42_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees, State of New York and NYC
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a45_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Managers, State of New York and NYC
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a46_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Employees, State of Delaware
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a43_lc_enus

Workplace Harassment Prevention for Managers, State of Delaware
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a44_lc_enus

Insider Trading
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a32_lc_enus

Intellectual Property Overview
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a29_lc_enus

Interviewing: Doing it Right
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b95_lc_enus

PCI Compliance
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a95_lc_enus

Preventing Bullying and Violence
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b88_lc_enus

Preventing Identity Theft
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b18_lc_enus

Privacy and Information Security
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b15_lc_enus

Privacy Training for Federal Contractors
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b56_lc_enus

Procurement Integrity
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a72_lc_enus

Promoting a Substance-free Workplace
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b03_lc_enus

Record Retention
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b04_lc_enus

Rightful Employment Termination
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b05_lc_enus

Sarbanes-Oxley: What You Need to Know
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a19_lc_enus

Security Awareness for End Users
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b11_lc_enus

Slips, Trips, and Falls
Skillsoft Course .......................... esh_sah_b32_sh_enus

Supply Chain Transparency
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a80_lc_enus

Union Awareness
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a64_lc_enus

US Antitrust
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a41_lc_enus

US Export Controls
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_a81_lc_enus

Workplace Security
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_b19_lc_enus

Wage & Hour for Employees
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_c70_lc_enus

Wage & Hour for Managers
Skillsoft Course .......................... lchr_01_d71_lc_enus
LEGAL COMPLIANCE

- **Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act**
  - HIPAA Privacy Essentials
  - HIPAA – Privacy Rule for Business Associates
  - HIPAA - Privacy Rule for Covered Entities
  - HIPAA - Security Rule for Business Associates
  - HIPAA - Security Rule for Covered Entities
  - HIPAA for Non-Medical Employers

- **State/Local Government and Higher Education**
  - Campus Security Obligations Under Federal Law
  - Code of Conduct Awareness – Higher Education Edition
  - FERPA for Higher Education
  - Harassment Prevention for Employees - Higher Education Edition
  - Harassment Prevention for Employees - State and Local Government Edition
  - Harassment Prevention for Managers - Higher Education Edition
  - Harassment Prevention for Managers - State and Local Government Edition
  - Improper Business Practices in Government Contracting
  - Protecting the Rights of Minors on Campus
  - Student Rights Overview
  - Title IV and Financial Aid
  - Title IX for Higher Education
  - Time Charging for Federal Contractors

- **German Compliance**
  - AGG (GETA) – Information for Employees
  - AGG (GETA) - Information for Management

- **Diversity on the Job**
  - Bridging the Diversity Gap
  - Your Role in Workplace Diversity

- **Unconscious Bias**
  - Understanding Unconscious Bias
  - Overcoming Your Own Unconscious Biases
  - Overcoming Unconscious Bias in the Workplace

- **Compliance Short Series**
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Anti-bribery
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Anti-bribery 2
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Antitrust
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Antitrust 2
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Privacy and Information Security
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Privacy and Information Security 2
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Insider Dealing
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Avoiding Conflicts of Interest
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Preventing Harassment and Promoting Respect
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Preventing Harassment and Promoting Respect 2
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Social Media and Electronic Communications
  - COMPLIANCE SHORT: Social Media and Electronic Communications 2
LEGAL COMPLIANCE

COMPLIANCE SHORT: Promoting Diversity and Avoiding Discrimination
Skillsoft Course .................................................... lchr_01_b43 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Anti-money Laundering
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b44 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Government Contracting
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b45 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Cybersecurity
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b47 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Promoting Safety and Security at Work
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b48 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Accounting and Financial Integrity
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b49 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Protection of Company Information
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b38 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Business Ethics
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b39 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Records Management
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b40 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Promoting the Reporting of Misconduct
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b41 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Gifts, Gratuities, and Entertainment
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b42 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: International Trade Compliance
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b46 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Intellectual Property Protection
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b76 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Cybersecurity
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b77 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Protecting Human Rights
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b78 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Protecting Customer Information
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b80 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Accommodating Disabilities
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_b79 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: GDPR
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_c03 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Unconscious Bias
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_c04 lc_enus
COMPLIANCE SHORT: Religious Accommodation
Skillsoft Course ..................................................... lchr_01_c05 lc_enus

• Compliance Impact Series

COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Antitrust – Trade Association Meeting
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi012
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Bribery – The High Commission Red Flag
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi013
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Business Ethics – Adjusting the Figures
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi008
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Information Security – The Break-In
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi003
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Respectful Workplace – Reuben’s Story
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi011
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Insider Dealing – The Tipping Point
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi004
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Conflict of Interest – Just Helping a Friend
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi005
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Reasonable Accommodation – The Ask
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi006
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Bribery – The Shipment
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi011
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Using the Internet – Beware the Share
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi007
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: PCI – Verifying the Transaction
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi009
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Workplace Violence – The Warning Signs
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi010
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Insider Dealing - The Memo
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi014
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Social Media - Blogger Gone Bad
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi015
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Harassment - It’s No Joke
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi016
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Harassment - Handling the Complaint
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi017
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Respectful Workplace – One Bad Apple
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi018
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Reporting Misconduct – Trust Your Instincts
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi019
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Political Activities – Keep It Personal
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi020
COMPLIANCE IMPACT: Respectful Workplace – The Bully
Skillsoft Business Impact Series................. pc_bi_lcbi021
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LEGAL COMPLIANCE

Reasonable Accommodation for the Federal Workplace
Skillsoft Course .................................. fgov_01_a53_lc_enus
Government Ethics
Skillsoft Course .................................. fgov_01_a48_lc_enus